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Corripondenza inerente i disastri alla casa di Abdi 

 

On 28/04/2019 12:05 

Ciao. ... good morning I want to bring to your attention that 3 weeks ago before the on set of this 

rain my only house was destroyed by strong wind and badly damaged. At the moment i did not 

managed to built it,Because the cost of reconstructing it again is high,since the first one took most 

of my livestock,I have  just returning the damaged iron sheets and broken trusses. 

But now since the rain has started the house is leaking  from  every part exposing my children to 

harsh weather.I have now moved my children and part of property to my mothers house taking the 

matter as emergency. 

Dr.pino I know you understand my financial capacity which I have informed u some times. The 

quotation by Fundi was one that shocked me most in relation to my small pocket which is also 

depended upon by all my  5 siblings and my older parents.its 245,250ksh which as the situation 

stands it's beyond my ability but also my need for shelter is so urgent that can't wait my little 

saving. 

Dr.pino and mum I understand the situation in Italy and also status of donors.but  I have remember 

you as my  last resort. 

Please sorry  for receiving this news from me. 

 

On Sun, Apr 28, 2019 at 8:08 PM 

Dearest friend Abdi, 

1 - I am so sorry for these disasters of yours 

2- the strength and greatness of a man can be seen when this person knows how to get up after the 

fall 

3- friends recognize themselves in their hour of need 



4- as a friend, I will do everything I can do, respecting truth and justice 

Here's what I suggest you do, if you agree: 

1- Get all the necessary estimates. In defining what you must do, how you work and the quality of 

the same, you must behave exactly as if you were to do it for a stranger. As if you had to decide to 

do it for any of the Project-Sololo families. I mean that you must put us an objective impartiality in 

defining what is right to do, not too much but not even doing less than necessary. Honesty and 

justice, as everyone knows they must present themselves, honest and just, in front of God. God is 

Love; God loves you and certainly does not abandon you. Do not abandon Him in refusing His 

Love or betraying Him with dishonesty or injustice in your actions. 

2- document with photos and descriptions, which explain well all your misfortunes: home 

conditions, animals, shop ... your dependents: brothers, parents, relatives, friends ... and any 

participation or non-participation in the possibility of helping you with the relative because of their 

impossibility. The whole truth. 

3- With this news we write a sort of "project to help you" to present to our donors. They know you 

well and know of your honest and important commitment to work for the community of Sololo. 

They know how the community appreciates this. 

4- We await their response and see how they can help us. 

5- If we do not find the support we hoped for, it seems right that the Project-Sololo intervenes 

favoring you with a loan, to be repaid in the long run according to your future possibilities. For 

justice towards the beneficiaries, the project cannot make you such an important donation; will do 

something; but an interest-free loan (according to the Muslim law) can let you and you can also 

agree on long repayment times compatible with your possibilities. 

Therefore, you already have our approval to begin the work necessary to get your children back 

home as soon as possible and to bring your family together. For these economic aspects, write 

directly to Margot for the authorizations to Guyo to finance you. 

Keep us informed. Smile that Life is beautiful and after the storm the sun always comes. 

A fraternal embrace 

Pino 

 

On Monday 29 April 2019 13:00 

Hello Dr.Pino. thanks  for  your mail and for your Quick response. secondly i really appreciate 

your  words of  encouragement and also fatherly advice, thanks  sooo much for that. you have  

really  put a smile on my face. when that disaster happened i was in bed because of the other 

problem of my head which i sometimes shown you. still have that problem and was extremely 

painful  in that material day.they hurriedly put back the iron sheets and broken trusses for  us to get 

where to sleep.though wind took advantage, the trusses was a gradually finished by termites. that 

strong wind destroyed 4 houses in sololo Ramata including Hawecha primary school,2 houses in 

Karbururi near Golole,then Golole primary school. 



Now I have  read your comment and understood it which i will  give  you an overview of  my 

family background,the cost estimate without exaggeration and even reusing some of the materials  

with the aim of reducing cost. 

thanks Dr. Pino for your concern and care, i pray to Our Lord to provide you with Money printer for 

u to continue assisting the disadvantaged. 

Ciao again 

greetings to all. have a good day. 

Abdi 

 

On 29/04/2019 14:03 

money printer will be in my prayers for Daktari too : )) 

good luck , 

Andrea 

 

On Mon, May 6, 2019 at 1:21 PM 

Ciao Dr. Pino and Mum. attached  see the brief information of Me. 

i will kindly send  you some of the information and pictures on your request kindly follow up for 

Me. 

Thanks 

Abdi 

 

On 8 May 2019 12:52 

Hi Abdi, In your building project, are you sure you haven't made any confusion with the units of 

measurement? The impression is that the Bill of quantity is excessive in the estimates. Do you plan 

to redo the roof and walls? Only redo the roof? Building a new home? Can you verify and give us 

confirmation of your project and its completion times? Do all the money serve immediately or split 

over time? We want to help you as soon as possible. Thank you and good day. 

pino 

 

On Wed, May 8, 2019 at 3:16 PM 



Ciao.Thanks Daktari for your clarification.this was wrote by the Fundi himself its a 4 room house. 

as I have shown you in the picture the wall also has permanent crack on several places. if am able i 

want to renovate the roofing and plastering of walls both inside and out side and floor ones and for 

all to avoid repeat of the same job anytime near. in fact want to provide reinforcement of the walls 

with a few square tube. May be the only difference was 12500shs  of iron sheet which I preferred 

red colour. The house has an external measurement of 40m and an internal petition of 4 rooms and a 

corridor  inside. I estimate the work will take like a month. Some cost like that of paint and 

painting,water  I did not added 

Thanks 

Sorry for interuption because I know its not in any of us planned activities of the year. 

I appreciate whatever amount you assist me with. 

Good day to you all. 

Abdi 

 
On 20/05/2019 16:03, Obbitu Children wrote:  

Ciao.Dr.Pino. imagine another disaster this  morning.this is how my house look like. very sorry to 

inform you. thanks Abdi 

 
On 20 May 2019 20:23, "Pino Bollini wrote:  

I'm so sorry for you and your family. However in life one can always repair everything except the 

neck bone. Courage. Are you sure the builder is an expert on his trade; he should have noticed the 

fragility of the roof anchoring. Keep us informed. 

 
On 22/05/2019 18:20, Obbitu Children wrote:  

Ciao.good evening. Im looking  for more words to sound more than thank you so much. 

I appreciate so  much for your contribution you have made.thanks for sympathizing with me during 

this time of need.May our  Lord have mercy on you and your family. 

Today I have received a check of 270,000/= 

May God bless you and family at large for the support. 

Thanks. Soooooo much. I shall up date you every steps with photos Have a blessed  night.  

Ciao to all. Mum Margot,andrea and his family,Christian and family,all Bollini families, all our 

welwishers  Sololo project-Don marco,Ilaria,francesca Sozi,Bea and her mum,Marco 

collombo,Mauro,masimo Silvia Bollini,cecilia and others to mention but a few let us remain 

alive.receive my greetings from Sololo. 



Thanks, Abdi Wario  

 

On Thu, May 23, 2019 at 1:56 AM Pino Bollini wrote: 

Hi Abdi, I turned to your friends Your thanks. 

For the moment consider it a loan and then we will see how to agree on long-term and interest-free 

repayment and without having to affect your family's life too much. 

For now, think about doing things well and not wasting this opportunity, which in any case is the 

result of sacrifices for those who help you. A fraternal embrace and thank God our father. pino 

 
On Sat, Jun 22, 2019 at 10:23 AM Obbitu Children  wrote: Ciao.attached  are the pictures of  my 

House construction  progress was recommended by Fundi that the wall is very weak therefore i'm 

now building a new House  

Thanks, Abdi 

 
Ciao all,Good afternoon. finally  i  have  completed my shelter construction today after long 

period  of struggling to  bring up the lost glory. i did not expected that  i might  reach  this far since  

i was  completely in dark at that time of  disaster.Thanks to Our Almighty Lord for this  far i have  

reached.Thanks to you all for saving me from this  difficult  situation. after thanking you very much 

,i also  recognize  some of my  friends from within Sololo  who stood  with  me during  this  trying 

moment and Voluntarily contributed K sh.143,000 (some in cash and some in kind) toward bringing 

my shelter back under the  slogan "STAND  WITH  ABDI". i also recognize  my Father who sold 

me 3 cows at 100,000/= and another  friend of mine  who credited  me 80,000/= and he told me to 

pay slowly at  a later date. i will  do painting later but now will move into the house Tommorow. 

Generally i can't  find a word  to say Thank you all, but pray to our Almighty  to  Construct a 

beautiful House in Heaven for you all. at least i'm Happy  and now back to light. Greeting to all the 

family  members,the Donors of Sololo project  and other Volunteers whom we have at one time  

interacted in line  of our duties. Thanks so much,have a blessed evening Abdi  

 

 new House ... 

 
 


